Technical Committee Record of Meeting
17th June 2009
UKA HQ – Solihull – 11am – 3pm

Appointment of Chair

AB to stay as Chair until 31st March 2010 and that in the January 2010 Technical Committee meeting the process for election of the next chair will be started.

Rules

David Littlewood went through the 70 proposed IAAF rule changes. These will be considered at the IAAF congress in Berlin.

All Associations and Clubs have been asked for proposed rule changes for the UKA Rules for competition for 2010. These should be forwarded by 31st July 2009.

2012

A small Technical Working Group has been formulated and consists of Keith Davies, Malcolm Rogers and Chris Cohen. They will work with Terry Colton on the official’s structure for the Olympics and Paralympics. The group will also work on the timeline working from the Olympics/Paralympics backwards. The group will feedback to the Technical Committee meeting on 15th September 2009.

Propose to contact all Technical Officials in October to detail the time requirements for 2012 and also the sport specific volunteer opportunities that they will need to register for.

The Technical Committee are considering test events for the Olympics and Paralympics for both Track and Field and Endurance.

ATO Seminar

UKA will have 5 candidates for the European Athletics ATO seminar in Birmingham in September 2009. The candidates are Chris Cohen, Linda Turner, Peter Nicholson, Dean Williams and Malcolm Rogers.

Alan Bell would like to put on record the incredible performance of David Littlewood as an IAAF ITO and his tremendous representation of British sport at an International scene. The people that work with him internationally acknowledge his expertise. David has been incredible ambassador of UKA.

Date and Time of Next Meeting

Date and time of next meeting – 19th September 2009